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Chile’s Research Planning Falls Short
FOR YEARS, CHILE’S POLITICIANS AND ECONOMISTS HAVE TALKED ABOUT THE NEED 
to increase scientifi c research to become a developed nation. However, indicators of gov-

ernmental performance and research policy in Chile, especially when compared with 

other Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries—an 

organization that Chile has only recently joined—indicate poor performance in terms of 

investment, researchers, and even 

public promotion and attitudes to 

research (1–3). In recent years, 

Chile’s scientifi c community has 

faced possible cuts in research 

funding, and the country’s gradu-

ate students have been exposed to 

cuts or delays in calls for funding, 

publication of results about who 

will receive funding, and even 

delivery of the associated fund-

ing, including essential fellow-

ships and stipends for their pro-

fessional development. 

Politicians, researchers, and 

even international organizations 

have criticized Chile’s lack of a 

modern and appropriate govern-

ment policy for research (4–7). 

The governmental institution responsible for research administration, CONICYT, was created 

more than 40 years ago, and since then it has been subjected to successive modifi cations that 

undermined its autonomy and relevance. For example, in 1973, the Scientifi c Advisory Coun-

cil from CONICYT was eliminated and its attributions were transferred to the President of 

CONICYT (8). The reinstatement of this Council, which would allow direct communication 

and advice from the scientifi c community, remains an urgent need (9). 

In contrast, Argentina and Brazil have Ministries of Science and Technology. Peru is also 

working on the creation of a new Ministry of Science, Technology, and Innovation (10). They 

are not alone; more than half of the countries in the world, including more than 20 countries 

from the OECD, have a Ministry or Minister for Science (11). 

Chile desperately needs to update its national planning for research. We agree with the 

recommendations of the experts who advise the creation of a Ministry of Science and Tech-

nology (4–7). The Ministry should defi ne a new national plan for science and development 

[the current plan hails from 1988, among the oldest in South America (12)]; facilitate com-

munication between universities, research centers, and industries; improve public manage-

ment and funding of national scholarship programs; and engage citizens on the value of 

scientifi c research.
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Don’t Jump to Conclusions 

on Fraud
IN THEIR OTHERWISE FINE EDITORIAL 
“Addressing scientifi c fraud” (2 December 

2011, p. 1182), J. Crocker and M. L. Cooper 

use unfortunate and ill-advised language 

when they refer to “the fraudulent work pub-

lished” by Marc Hauser. Crocker and Cooper 

rightly criticize Harvard University for keep-

ing secret its fi ndings in the investigation of 

Hauser. However, stating unreservedly that 

Hauser has committed fraud is not accept-

able. First, all that Harvard has stated is that 

Demand for change. Graduate students from Chilean universi-
ties protest for improvements in the management of the Human 
Capital Program from the government.
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its secret committee found that Hauser has 

engaged in unspecifi ed types of “scientifi c 

misconduct” (1). Certainly, there are many 

types of misconduct that do not constitute 

fraud. Second, Harvard’s findings are nei-

ther public nor the result of legal review and 

thus are not defi nitive. Finally, recent devel-

opments call into question the severity of 

whatever it is that Hauser may have done: 

Two of the three published studies in question 

have been repeated, and the results have con-

fi rmed the originally published work (2–4). 

Consequently, scientifi c fraud does not seem 

to be the issue involved in these two cases. 

One has to wonder what the problem was in 

these and the other cases in question (5–6). 
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Finding Balance 

in Fisheries Management

S. M. GARCIA ET AL. (“RECONSIDERING THE 

consequences of selective fi sheries,” Policy 

Forum, 2 March, p. 1045) presented a valu-

able framework for considering how bal-

anced fi sheries harvest could improve eco-

system status. However, balanced harvest has 

some shortfalls as a practical policy, partic-

ularly in terms of economic realities and as 

a method of ecosystem-based management 

(EBM). Fisheries catch is a function of supply 

and demand, and most gear types and fi shing 

efforts target high-value resources (1). Until 

demand exists for high-biomass and low-

price species, a truly balanced fi shery is not 

feasible without subsidies (2) [but see (3)]. 

In addition, true EBM requires not just 

balanced fi shing, but balanced management 

of risk across multiple sectors [e.g., integrated 

ecosystem assessments (4)] to ensure popula-

tion viability for all species and healthy eco-

systems (5, 6). Although Garcia et al. con-

sidered fi shing effects across a suite of fi shed 

species, the balanced harvest concept does 

not factor in fi sheries’ independent ecosys-

tem needs, such as forage resources for other 

predators (seabirds, for example) (7).

Furthermore, there will always be a need to 

protect long-lived, slow-maturing, low fecun-

dity species that are targeted or affected by 

fi shing (8). Marine species experience cumu-

lative impacts and face mortality risks beyond 

fi sheries, and these sources often act dispro-

portionately on specifi c ecosystem compo-

nents and life history stages (5, 9).  Cumu-

lative impacts can reduce the abundance of 

these species in the ecosystem to a level that 

can withstand minimal to no fi sheries harvest, 

necessitating selective fi shing.

True EBM requires not just balanced fi sh-

ing, but balanced management of risk across 

multiple sectors to ensure population viability 

for all species and healthy ecosystems. 
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Letters (~300 words) discuss material published in 

Science in the past 3 months or matters of gen-

eral interest. Letters are not acknowledged upon 

receipt. Whether published in full or in part, Let-

ters are subject to editing for clarity and space. 

Letters submitted, published, or posted elsewhere, 

in print or online, will be disqualifi ed. To submit a 

Letter, go to www.submit2science.org.

CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS

Review: “Natural SIV hosts: Showing AIDS the door” by 
A. Chahroudi et al. (9 March, p. 1188). On page 1192, mid-
dle column, second full paragraph, the sentence that reads 
“The SIVsmm and SIVmac (and SIVagm and HIV-2, but not SIVmnd-1 
and HIV-1) viruses express Vpx that antagonizes the newly 
described SAMHD1 host restriction factor...” is incorrect. 
Instead, it should read: “The SIVsmm and SIVmac (and SIVmnd-2 
and HIV-2, but not SIVagm, SIVmnd-1, and HIV-1) viruses express 
Vpx that antagonizes the newly described SAMHD1 host 
restriction factor...” 

Perspectives: “Autophagy in tumor immunity” by R. K. Ama-
ravadi (16 December 2011, p. 1501). The term “allograft” 
was misused to refer to the animal models described in 
Michaud et al. (2) and Noman et al. (4). In both papers, syn-
geneic transplantable tumor models were used as hosts for 
evaluating the immune responses.

TECHNICAL COMMENT ABSTRACTS

Comment on “Universality in the 
Evolution of Orientation Columns in 
the Visual Cortex”

Yicong Meng, Shigeru Tanaka, Chi-Sang Poon

Kaschube et al. (Reports, 19 November 2010, p. 1113) 
argue that pinwheel density in three mammalian species 
follows a universal constant of π as predicted by their 
orientation-selective suppressive long-range connectiv-
ity model. We dispute their conclusions and suggest that 
a simple brain size–pinwheel density scaling law suffi ces 
in predicting the self-organized and disorganized orien-
tation maps from primates to rodents.

Full text at www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/336/ 
6080/413-c

Response to Comment on 
“Universality in the Evolution of 
Orientation Columns in the Visual 
Cortex”

Wolfgang Keil, Matthias Kaschube, Michael 

Schnabel, Zoltan F. Kisvarday, Siegrid Löwel, 

David M. Coppola, Leonard E. White, Fred Wolf

Meng et al. conjecture that pinwheel density scales 
with body and brain size. Our data, spanning a 40-fold 
range of body sizes in Laurasiatheria and Euarchonta, 
do not support this conclusion. The noncolumnar lay-
out in Glires also appears size-insensitive. Thus, body 
and brain size may be understood as a constraint on the 
evolution of visual cortical circuitry, but not as a deter-
mining factor.

Full text at www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/336/ 
6080/413-d
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